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BHARAT SEVAK SAMAJ
NATIONAL DEVELOPMENT AGENCY, PROMOTED BY GOVERNMENT OF INDIA

CENTRAL BOARD OF EXAMINATIONS
BSS NATIONAL VOCATIONAL EDUCATION MISSION

FSS004-FIRE TECHNICIAN
SIX MONTHS EXAMINATION  NOVEMBER-2018
FSS004-01   COMMUNICATIVE ENGLISH AND COMPUTER FUNDAMENTALS

TIME: 3 Hours Marks: 100

INSTRUCTIONS
* 43 questions are there in total
* Write answers to each question in proportion to the mark allotted
* During the first 15 minutes read the questions carefully

I. FILL IN THE BLANKS - ANSWER FOR ANY 10 QUESTIONS 1 x 10 = 10

1) They are ready ....... the work.
2) The 2nd hard disk of P.C. is called ..........
3) The expanded form of CPU is ...................
4) ........... are where the text is typed
5) Function keys are ...............
6) Ctrl+X is used to ...............
7) Redo option is in ................ menu
8) In MS Word print is in ................ menu
9) The extension of word file is ............
10) The short cut for Italic is ..............
11) ........................generation computer used to integrated circuits.
12) .....................is used to click and drag to create duplicate.
13) He is running ------------------------------------ the road.
14) ------------- key I also used for checking spellings.
15) That is ........ Parrot.
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II. DEFINE THE FOLLOWING - ANSWER FOR ANY 10 QUESTIONS 2 x 10 = 20

1) Define Gender?
2) Define punctuation?
3) Define collective noun?
4) Windows
5) Digital computer
6) Memory unit
7) What are the types of  data
8) computer
9) Icons
10) Noun phrase
11) Walking areas of computer?
12) Define Object
13) Define Vowel
14) MS Access
15) Informal letter

III. WRITE BRIEF ANSWER FOR ANY 5 QUESTIONS 5 x 5 = 25

1) Explain informal letter?
2) Define phrase
3) Explain analog and hybrid computer
4) Calculator
5) Curve Tool
6) Explain the Fourth and Fifth generation of computer?
7) Immediate management in animal bites
8) Signals of diabetic emergency

IV. WRITE LONG ANSWER FOR ANY 3 QUESTIONS 15 x 3 = 45

1) Write a letter to the station master requesting him to reserve two coaches for  your school excursion
party

2) Explain the MS word and its applications
3) Explain 'slide presentation creating' in MS Power Point
4) Prepare an essay on women empowerment
5) Explain the keyboard
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BHARAT SEVAK SAMAJ
NATIONAL DEVELOPMENT AGENCY, PROMOTED BY GOVERNMENT OF INDIA

CENTRAL BOARD OF EXAMINATIONS
BSS NATIONAL VOCATIONAL EDUCATION MISSION

FSS004-FIRE TECHNICIAN
SIX MONTHS EXAMINATION  NOVEMBER-2018
FSS004-02   ACCIDENT PREVENTION AND RISK MANAGEMENT

TIME: 3 Hours Marks: 100

INSTRUCTIONS
* 43 questions are there in total
* Write answers to each question in proportion to the mark allotted
* During the first 15 minutes read the questions carefully

I. FILL IN THE BLANKS - ANSWER FOR ANY 10 QUESTIONS 1 x 10 = 10

1) _____ Type of sensor control used in lift hoist door.
2) ________ can be defined as an immediate and essential care given to a person who is injured or suddenly

taken ill, before he is transported to Hospital.
3) Synthetic gloves are suitable for -----------
4) Ear protection is required when sound levels reach ________ decibels over an eight hour period.
5) Employment of young children from what age, it is being prohibited? ----------
6) _________ analysis is a supplement to HAZOP studies
7) Addition of chemicals in soil which reduce its ___________ capacity.
8) Addition of chemicals in soil which reduce its production capacity is called _________
9) The blanket of air which surrounds the earth is called ____________
10) The flash point of Petrol is __________
11) The hazardous materials identification number is important because....
12) LEL stands for _____________
13) ___________ ventilation depends on the wind speed and wind direction.
14) LPG can cause _____________________ contact with the skin
15) There is ____________ type of pollutant in OH.
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II. DEFINE THE FOLLOWING - ANSWER FOR ANY 10 QUESTIONS 2 x 10 = 20

1) What are the basic considerations for good lighting?
2) List out the classification of Guards?
3) Define Housekeeping?
4) Define house keeping?
5) What do youmean by two hand control?
6) What is the use of optical sensor?
7) What is mechanical feed?
8) What are all the techniques to handled at time of risk?
9) Define water pollution?
10) What is the nature of sound?
11) What is ground water?
12) What is air pollution?
13) How the air pollution does affect human health?
14) Explain - reportable accident?
15) How to improve the good lighting in work area?

III. WRITE BRIEF ANSWER FOR ANY 5 QUESTIONS 5 x 5 = 25

1) What are the factors of common injuries in occupational diseases?
2) How much radiation is in the wastes?
3) What are the communicable diseases are caused at the time floods?
4) Explain the health provisions according to the factories act?
5) Explain the various hazards of combustion?
6) What is the purpose of hazchem codes?
7) Explain the classification of voltage?
8) What are the main properties of foam?

IV. WRITE LONG ANSWER FOR ANY 3 QUESTIONS 15 x 3 = 45

1) Explain the total machine safety?
2) Give a brief explanation on the types of pollution?
3) Explain about the prevention measure for LPG safety?
4) Explain Health and safety programs?
5) Has colour got any influence in lighting? Explain?
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BHARAT SEVAK SAMAJ
NATIONAL DEVELOPMENT AGENCY, PROMOTED BY GOVERNMENT OF INDIA

CENTRAL BOARD OF EXAMINATIONS
BSS NATIONAL VOCATIONAL EDUCATION MISSION

FSS004-FIRE TECHNICIAN
SIX MONTHS EXAMINATION  NOVEMBER-2018
FSS004-03   SAFETY IN ELECTRICAL SYSTEMS

TIME: 3 Hours Marks: 100

INSTRUCTIONS
* 43 questions are there in total
* Write answers to each question in proportion to the mark allotted
* During the first 15 minutes read the questions carefully

I. FILL IN THE BLANKS - ANSWER FOR ANY 10 QUESTIONS 1 x 10 = 10

1) which are the main four classifications are occupational health hazard? _________
2) __________ is normally the preferred test liquid.
3) _________ dyes are usually added to the water to make leaks easier to see in powered hydraulic pressure

test.
4) Which of following is not a Pressure Testing Method?
5) Nozzle man applying a cement, sand, and water mixture through a pneumatic hose shall be required to

wear............................. Equipment
6) Compressed gas cylinders should be kept in .................................... position.
7) True /False a)Oxygen is odorless, It can promote rapid combustion. b)Oxygen can be used for substitute

for compressed Air.
8) All cylinders shall not be stored at temperature exceeding --------------
9) True / False A) Arc welding can use either direct current or Alternating current. B) In Arc welding the

voltage is directly related to the length of the arc, and the current is related to the amount of heat input.
10) Match :1)Torch Brazing a)10-14 2)Gas welding b)3-6  c) 4-8
11) True/False A) Dampers and dump Trucks Designed to carry Passengers. B) The fixed excavator loosen the

soil and loads on Moving position
12) Which of the following Hazard of not related with crane Accidents?
13) Which of the following factors causes for Back injuries?
14) ___________ is used to lift and lower the load.
15) Testing with air or other gases under pressure can be hazardous due to the _____________.
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II. DEFINE THE FOLLOWING - ANSWER FOR ANY 10 QUESTIONS 2 x 10 = 20

1) Define scaffold?
2) Define Risk assessment?
3) What are the different types of fuses?
4) Define Excavation?
5) Mention the accessories for manual handling?
6) Explain the classification of voltage?
7) How much weight are guardrails required to withstand?
8) What type of materials may be used to cover the platform area of scaffolding?
9) Why are "pinch points" of concern when working around heavy machinery, and what are the hazards

associated with them?
10) Why is it a good/ safe work practice to keep soil piles at least 2  feet away from excavation / trenches?
11) How will you identify the hazard in construction site?
12) How to determine the safe working load?
13) What is breathing apparatus?
14) What are the two methods used in welding safety?
15) Name some electrical hazards?

III. WRITE BRIEF ANSWER FOR ANY 5 QUESTIONS 5 x 5 = 25

1) Write short note on Fork Lift Safety?
2) Mention the names of equipment used for mechanical handling?
3) what are factors of manual handling materials?
4) What are the most important rules to be remembered for safe lifting?
5) Explain team lifting and carrying?
6) List out the mechanical mterial handling?
7) Explain confined space working?
8) What is electrical safety tag system with color code?

IV. WRITE LONG ANSWER FOR ANY 3 QUESTIONS 15 x 3 = 45

1) Explain Lockout and its procedure?
2) Explain maintenance in Road Work.
3) what are the hazard and prevention methods of electricity?
4) With a neat sketch, explain how a fire damaged concrete beam can be repaired?
5) What are the steps to be satisfied by a good plant layout?


